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Abstract 

 
The paper analyzes gene expression data in relation to the diagnosis and prognosis of the development of 
oncological diseases. The goal is to create a hybrid prediction model based on gene expression data and 
interpretive machine learning. The experiments were carried out on four publicly available gene expression 
datasets in relation to the prediction of breast and lung cancers. Data sets contain information about positive 
and negative observations, described by tens of thousands of attributes with gene expression data. Logical 
analysis of data is investigated as the main method for building a model. This method is based on 
combinatorics and optimization. As a result of logical analysis of data, a set of patterns is built, each of 
which involves only a small number of input attributes (genes). The search for a reference set of attributes, 
which is a step in the logical analysis of data, yields a small number of genes that have a combinatorial 
effect on the result. The resulting patterns have a small number of conditions and are understandable to the 
user. A comparison was made with other machine learning algorithms, including rule based classifiers: 
RIPPER, decision trees, and others. Logical analysis of data has advantages both in terms of classification 
accuracy and result interpretability, and therefore provides greater confidence in the recognition result.    
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1. Introduction 

Cancer is a large group of diseases that occur when normal cells turn into cancer cells. Cancer is a 

genetic disease caused by changes in the genes responsible for controlling cell growth and proliferation. 

The behaviour of normal cells follows the algorithm laid down in the genes. Cancer cells ignore 

these rules: they spread rapidly and uncontrollably, are not programmed to die and are able to move around. 

Scientists have discovered hundreds of DNA and genetic mutations that contribute to the formation, 

growth and spread of cancer (Schrijver et al., 2017). 

Oncology is characterised by the phenomenon of metastasis. This process involves the spread of 

cancer cells to other parts of the body, via the blood and lymphatic systems. For example, breast cancer can 

metastasise and spread to the lungs. 

It is worth mentioning that metastasis is a feature of malignant cancers. There are also benign cancers 

that can grow but do not spread to other organs. 

Scientists distinguish more than 120 types of cancer. Some are tumour-free, such as leukaemia, 

myeloma and most types of lymphoma. 

At the moment, there are several ways of treating cancer. One of them is biomarker testing for the 

selection of a personalised treatment. This method consists of searching for genes, proteins and other 

coliforms in the human body that provide information about cancer. 

2. Problem Statement 

There are different sets of genetic data available. The challenge is to determine a patient's 

predisposition to cancer and to predict the development of cancerous tumours. 

This can be done using artificial intelligence (hereafter, AI) and machine learning technologies. 

Several AI platforms currently exist to assist in diagnosis. Such services often work with images such as 

MRI and CT scans or mammograms. 

Machine learning technologies can work with genetic datasets, for example, to prescribe 

immunotherapy (Sanatkar et al., 2022). Among machine learning techniques, interpretive machine learning 

stands out.  

3. Research Questions 

There are now genetic data sets for most cancers. Among women, breast cancer is the most common. 

It accounts for 12.5%, according to 2020 data. In second place is lung cancer (12.2%). In men, the most 

common cancers are lung cancer (15.4%) and prostate cancer (15.1%) (Koul, 2022). 

3.1. GSE22820 (Breast cancer) 

This kit contains gene expression profiles of 176 disease-positive patients and 10 negative samples. 

Sample data with some attributes is presented in Table 1. The RNA of the patients is displayed in the kit. 

Comparison of gene expression levels allows differentiation of classes based on gene intensity. Each 
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observation contains information on 33580 genes (Feltes et al., 2019; Krishnan et al., 2016; Kumaran et al., 

2017; Liu et al., 2011; Pandya et al., 2016; Wuest et al., 2015). 

 

Table 1.  GSE22820 dataset 
samples type NM_004900 AA085955 NM_014616 AK092846 NM_001539 

GSM564920
_1 

primary_bre
ast_cancer 

7.642101369
95268 

4.803022406
48272 

7.939665851
47253 

5.790127063
45684 

12.16260345
60638 

GSM563922
_3 

primary_bre
ast_cancer 

4.758954296
81992 

5.150572789
3952 

6.568998138
19261 

5.352497403
69706 

12.06726440
33371 

GSM563923
_4 

primary_bre
ast_cancer 

6.423254386
55315 

4.408954764
38672 

8.668738795
381 

4.979653044
45194 

11.70473097
85621 

GSM564105
_186 

normal 
6.876595667

8364 
4.488790002

10762 
8.705014333

07991 
4.979979599

58908 
11.23286095

31273 

3.2. GSE42568 (Breast Cancer) 

This kit contains gene expression profiles of 121 patients, of whom 104 with susceptible breast 

cancer and 17 with absent disease. The observation is a sequence of 54676 genes (Table 2). 

The average age of the patients is 58 years, with only 20 of them being less than 50 years old at the 

time of diagnosis. Cancer size ranged from 0.6 to 8.0 cm and was divided into 3 classes: 

§ tumors measuring less than 2 cm, which amounted to 18 observations; 

§ tumors measuring 2 - 5 cm corresponding to 83 observations; 

§ tumors larger than 5 cm were observed in 3 patients. 

The tumours were also classified according to type: invasive ductal carcinoma (82 observations), 

invasive lobular carcinoma (17 observations) and tumours of a special type (5 observations). During the 

course of the disease, 59 patients developed axillary lymph node metastases. 69 women who underwent 

surgery received estrogen-suppressing tamoxifen. 50 patients received adriamycin as adjuvant 

chemotherapy. For 9 women, information about the treatment received is unknown. The longest follow-up 

period was 3026 days (> 8 years), and the average follow-up was 1887 days (> 5 years) (Clarke et al., 2013; 

Feltes et al., 2019). 

 

Table 2.  GSE42568 dataset 
samples type 1007_s_at 1053_at 117_at 121_at 1255_g_at 

191 normal 
7.944225476

88724 
5.256938456

00489 
4.934630026

70381 
6.608425560

84795 
2.484289643

16359 

194 normal 
8.884036910

67497 
5.331575405

43122 
4.904832179

5713 
7.204005993

43956 
2.749701203

03935 

310 tumoral 
10.02784381

31529 
5.853110257

69218 
4.904169135

35735 
6.593783882

64941 
2.672049798

21597 

311 tumoral 
9.295468186

85965 
5.581375396

11906 
4.990975930

40023 
6.550836100

04225 
2.544604384

98333 
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3.3. GSE18842 (Lung cancer) 

This kit contains 91 cases of non-small cell lung cancer (Table 3). The aims of this study are: 

§ to establish gene signatures in primary adeno- and squamous cell carcinomas; 

§ to identify differentially expressed gene sequences depending on the stage of disease; 

§ identify sequences that are significant for tumour progression. 

The observation consists of 54676 genes (Feltes et al., 2019; Sanchez-Palencia et al., 2010). 

Table 3.  GSE18842 dataset 
samples type 1007_s_at 1053_at 117_at 121_at 1255_g_at 

6947 tumoral 11.07376286
04903 

8.431133049
37739 

5.903574774
52566 

6.897792245
34877 

3.457634431
70828 

6949 tumoral 10.98372236
98108 

8.834557521
13108 

9.064442592
20682 

7.274561524
78921 

3.519321708
59168 

7035 normal 9.974936740
75779 

7.104147161
43154 

8.188935345
54987 

7.148371010
91024 

3.364957831
66931 

7037 normal 8.450089964
26443 

7.084098593
86128 

8.185354322
85567 

7.318649540
61628 

3.640441939
64678 

3.4. GSE7670 (Lung cancer) 

This kit contains a total of 66 normal lung tumour samples at early and advanced stages (Table 4). 

It contains: 

§ 27 paired samples from post-operative patients; 

§ an adjacent normal lung tissue mixture; 

§ tissue mixture of lung adenocarcinoma; 

§ 7 lung cancer cell lines. 

Each patient is described by a sequence of 22284 genes (Chen et al., 2009; Feltes et al., 2019; Su et 

al., 2007). 

Table 4.  GSE7670 dataset 
samples type 1007_s_at 1053_at 117_at 121_at 1255_g_at 

811 normal 
9.461994097

77702 
5.591323412

92466 
6.251634499

80152 
7.896676679

20585 
3.386269593

57819 

813 normal 9.263617680
67406 

5.759096316
0393 

6.555589731
80007 

7.610684933
70437 

3.587710597
83809 

862 adenocarcin
oma 

10.14213294
31078 

6.523262136
70261 

8.138118570
45264 

7.826143272
97554 

3.704989144
30554 

864 adenocarcin
oma 

10.29039499
22857 

6.820444301
10137 

6.871090435
516 

7.674307700
10589 

3.510831059
3542 
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4. Purpose of the Study 

Extensive research on cancer prediction based on gene expression has resulted in a wealth of data. 

These data include expression values of tens of thousands of genes. The use of machine learning methods 

allows you to create models to support decision making in predicting the development of cancer. But in 

addition to the prediction and recognition itself, problems of this type require justification and interpretation 

of the results. The aim of the study is to build rule-based classifiers using interpretable machine learning. 

Of greatest interest from this point of view is the logical analysis of data, with which you can create compact 

classifiers based on a small number of input attributes. For the problems considered in this work, the goal 

is to build prediction systems based on several genes that have a combinatorial effect on the result. 

5. Research Methods 

This study used interpretive machine learning algorithms such as Repeated Incremental Pruning to 

Produce Error Reduction or RIPPER (Cohen, 1995), Decision Tree (Zhifang & Yi, 2020), Naive Bayesian 

Classifier (Ou et al., 2022), Random Forest (Meenal et al., 2021), k Nearest Neighbours or kNN (Lujano et 

al., 2022), Logical Analysis of Data or LAD (Alexe et al., 2006; Lyutikova, 2022). 

The methodology of logical analysis of data has its origins in the 1986 work of Peter L. Hammer. 

This algorithm consists of several steps: 

§ Binarization of features. 

§ Construction of a reference set of attributes. 

§ Finding logical patterns. 

§ Construction of a classifier (solver function) on the pattern axis. 

LAD is a binary interpretable classification algorithm based on combinatorics, logic and 

optimization. This combination allows one to explore the entire dataset without exception, focus on the 

classification power of gene combinations and extract new information about the role of genes and their 

combinations (Alexe et al., 2006). 

For further analysis of the data, the traits need to be binary, so the binarization step is important in 

the case of other types of traits. 

A greedy algorithm was used to find the reference feature set. 

A pattern (or rule) is a term that covers at least one observation from a class and does not cover any 

observation from another class. Prime patterns are patterns that, when any literal is removed, cover 

observations from different classes. A minterm is a pattern that covers a single observation from a class and 

contains all literals from an observation. 

There are several ways of finding patterns: 

§ Enumeration approach for searching for pattern with some properties. 

§ Optimization model and heuristic algorithms (for example, greedy pattern search algorithms). 

We have used the latter approach in our studies. 
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6. Findings 

For dataset GSE22820, 62 positive patterns and 1 negative pattern were generated (e.g., for positive 

NM_006928 ≤ 9.69615683152957 and NM_013989 ≤ 12.4291841944343 and NM_002666 ≤ 

11.40701162971345 and XM_295309 ≤ 5.18905687566618, for negative NM_002666 > 

11.40701162971345). The algorithm has allocated 14 cut points. 

For dataset GSE42568, 3 positive patterns and 12 negative patterns were generated (e.g., for positive 

206030_at > 6.0795822056367, 1555741_at > 4.236602141589765, for negative 206030_at ≤ 

6.0795822056367 and 1555741_at ≤ 4.236602141589765 and 1553033_at ≤ 3.993169149187495). The 

algorithm has allocated 4 cut points. 

For dataset GSE18842, 7 positive patterns and 58 negative patterns were generated (e.g., for positive 

205064_at > 5.891860443655585 and 1556589_at > 6.118819468067455, for negative AFFX-

HUMRGE/M10098_3_at > 10.165519828262891 and 1556589_at ≤ 6.118819468067455 and 210081_at 

> 7.289193563391985). The algorithm has allocated 10 cut points. 

For dataset GSE7670, 58 positive patterns and 6 negative patterns were generated (e.g., for positive 

205725_at > 7.482708619698739 and 201883_s_at > 8.77148410809596, for negative 205725_at ≤ 

7.482708619698739 and 216510_x_at > 7.592556909814875). The algorithm has allocated 17 cut points 

(see Table 5). 

Table 5.  Results of cancer prognosis 
Method GSE22820 GSE42568 DSE18842 GSE7670 

RIPPER 100% 95.6522% 100% 90% 
Decision Tree 96.4286% 100% 100% 80% 

Naive Bayesian 
Classifier 100% 95.6522% 22.2222% 70% 

Random Forest 96.4286% 100% 100% 90% 
kNN 92.8571% 8.6957% 72.2222% 50% 
LAD 100% 100% 97.7778% 84.3137% 

7. Conclusion 

The results show that logical analysis of data is as accurate as, and sometimes better than, other 

known machine learning algorithms. The use of logical analysis of data made it possible to select a small 

number of genes from information on several tens of thousands of genes, which are sufficient to distinguish 

between positive and negative observations. Based on the data on the expression of these genes, compact 

classifiers were built, consisting of several patterns. The resulting classifiers have high accuracy and good 

interpretability. The application of the studied method seems promising for solving problems of this type. 

With the help of modern technology, incurable diseases such as cancer can be effectively tackled. 
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